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-@ *-** (ii Thus, had we attempted to fit a binomial to the heterogeneous series, we should have found Q negative and P greater than unity provided nS {I vSv (q8 -q8')2} be > NS (v. q 2), a condition which will frequently be found to be satisfied, especially if q8 be small and n large.
In the limit let us take nq, --m, and q, vanishingly smnall, i.e. suppose the sth binomial to be replaced by the Poisson series n(n -1) n n(n -l)(n -2) n(n-1) n(n-1)(n-2)(n-3) n(n -1)(n -2) will determine the two ialues q1 and q2 corresponding to the value of n. The first two equations of (viii) then complete the solution by providing X, and X2.
Until the roots of the cubic (xii)blS have been discussed we can only assume that three solutions are possible. As a matter of fact in the examples so far dealt with some of these solutions have usually to be discarded.
For the special case of Poisson's limit to the binomial, we make n indefinitely large, q indefinitely small, and nq = m finite. Hence equations ( The test for " goodness of fit" for these six groups gives x2 = 2X82 and P = 73, or the fit is very good. The negative binomial gave P = *52 and a single Poisson's series only P = '04. But the double Poisson's series places of course one constant more at our disposal than the binomial, and we can do still better with a double binomial, as we have four constants and only six frequencies, while the double Poisson has three constants to six frequencies. It is clear that neither of the above components forming 41 % and 59 % of the total number of cells, and having their means at *3847 and 1 1163 instead of *6825, gives any idea of a dominant constitution in the solution sampled. If in this case heterogeneity accounts for the negative binomial, then the difference of the components is not slight, and the heterogeneity being gross would indicate some considerable failure in technique.
If we assume that the oounts with a haemacytometer ought tlo follow the Poisson distribution, -and this seems to be theoretically prQbable,-then the criterion of the binomial might well be adopted to ascertain the possibility of some failure in technique. The actual binomial in "Student's " first case should be AU + igg)273 and any binomial with p very small and np = *6825 would effectively represent the series; we could not anticipate getting n = 273 and p closely from the data, but we might certainlv anticipate a positive binomial, if the theorv of a Poisson distribution be correct. If on the other hand we say in this and many similar cases that the negative binomial arises from heterogeneity, then it appears to me that we have saved our theory at the expense of our technique. I propose now to test this point further by considering the component binomials. If the theory of heterogeneity be correct, unless it be very manifold, we might anticipate two binomial components, v, (Pi + qj)7 + '2 (P2 + q2)nl, with n positive and large, both q, and q2 being small, while nlqt and n2q2 would be approximately *3847 and 1*1163, the frequencies v, and V2 being roughly in the ratio of 3 to 2.
Returning to "Student's" data we find leading to x2 = 3d12 and P = *68, which for all practical purposes is as good as the double Poisson.
Concluaions. It having been suggested that the appearance of negativc binomials as better "fits" than Poisson's series for material that is supposed to follow the law of small numbers is due to heterogeneity, formulae have been provided for testing whether this heterogeneity is due to a second component. If so this component should be small and the first component should substantially agree with the primary Poisson's series. The smallness of the second component would measure the goodness of the technique in haemacytometer or opsonic index counts. Applied to "Student's" first series of counts of yeast cells we obtain (a) two Poisson's series neither of which dominates the data or approximates to the primary Poisson's series; (b) two positive binomials, neither of which has any approach to a Poisson series or any agreement with the components of (a); and lastly (c) two negative binomials, one of which dominates the series, and agrees with the primary negative binomial. This investigation as far as it goes suggests either that "Student's" first count is really described homogeneously by a negative binomial, or, if it be heterogeneous, then the heterogeneity is manifold, and no weight can be given to the results of fitting by the primary Poisson's series.
The general numerical discussion by the formulae of this paper of a variety of data assumed to follow the "law of small numbers" is in hand and will shortly be published.
